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William Chaison Dies; Responsible
for Starting the Kean Dance Theatre
Boston Bolts Kean
For Rhode Island U

By Eddie Donohue
William Chaison, Associate
Professor of Physical Education,
has died of lymphoma, leaving
behind the Kean Dance Theatre,
which he started, and many cohorts who had admired his work as
a dance teacher.
Chaison died on January sixth
after a long bout with lymphoma.
He was 44.
"He was a master teacher,"
replied Dr. Dolores Shiposh, Chair-person of the Physical Education
Department. She went on to say,
"He was so committed to dance
and to people. He was humanistic, had a driving concern for students; and he had a quality we
never had before, and that was the
quality of a professional dancer
teaching at the college."
"Working with him has added a
lot to my life," said Patricia Carter,
a former student, who worked with
Chaison in the Kean Dance Theatre and is now the Artistic Director for the William Chaison Dance
Theatre.

w'~

Dr McKinley Boston, Kean's former athletic director, is headed for
a new job in a new state. A successor has yet to be named for the vacant
post. SEE STORY ON PAGE 12.
(Photo Courtesy Public Ir '

Kean Misses Out
on Inauguration
By Rhonda Ruch
President Bush's inauguration
was missing ten people from Kean
College last Friday, after a mistake
was made through Congressman
Matthew Rinaldo's office (R., Dist.
7) with tickets that were unknowingly given away to prior commitments made by him.
According to Dr. Robert Hunt,
Associate Professor of Political
Science and one of the faculty
advisors for the trip, "Staff called
Carlos (Morales, President of the
Political Science Club) on Wednesday, the day before we were
going to leave, and said they no
longer had ten tickets for us; they
only had two. The person said that
they had promised more tickets to
people than they had, and eight of
our ten tickets were given away for
personal use."

latetea
inthe
Kean Dance Theatre, had this to
say, "He really was committed to ,
developing student's fullest talents
by sending them to other institutions after he had taught them. He
also sent many of his students to
(Continued on Page 3)

Professor William Chaison died on Jan. 6 of Lymphoma.

,,.,,_ c-,, of Pub/le lnfonNtion)

Kean Gets Protection

By Susan Signore/la
The National Student Affairs and
Vice-President Pat Ippolito put into
A verbal promise was given to efffect the distribution of condoms
Mr. Morales in December for ten in vending machines this past week.
The issue first came about over
tickets from Congressman Rinaldo's
the
surrvner, but along with it came
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
Three weeks later, Mr. Morales a few problems, such as deciding
received a written confirmation- where to put them and how to
from Mr. Rinaldo's office, stating, distribute them. Mer much thought,
"I am pleased to advise you that I it was decided that they were to be
am able to provide you with tick- placed in vending machines in
ets to the swearing-in ceremony of Willis, Bruce, and Dougall Hall,
President-elect George Bush ..." An so that both commuters and resiinvitation to a reception before
and after the ceremony and an invitation from Governor Thomas
Kean to one of the inauguration
balls were also sent.
"Mr. Rinaldo made a verbal
and a written commitment to al I of
us," said Mr. Morales. "How
much confidence can we have in
someone who would give away
(Continued on Page 3)

dents can have access to them.
"We were going to put them in
Whiteman Hall also, but since
Housing is inthisbuildingwewere
afraid of parents reacting to it in a
negative way,• said Stacy Wolfram, president of NSA. "If everything goes well, we will expand to
other buildings around the campus.•
The residents interviewed feel
it isan added convenience. Sophomore Dan Rapp, feels, "it is a good
idea, because safe sex is happy
sex." Senior, Larry Pavino agr~~

with it because "we are mature
adults and can handle the situation - it also helps to prevent
aids.•
The feelings of commuter students were mutual. Junior, Lori
Watson, also feels that "it is a good
idea because if someone is at a
party and forgets, they can go to a
machine. It is more convenient.•
As for protection on campus,
many feel that providing vending
machines in beneficial and worthwhile to the student body.
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The N.S.A. is considering placing condoms in several of the vending machines on campus.
("'- By Nlfle L/uznJ
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What's Going On •

The Freshman Center

• •

Introducing the Oops Method of Time Management

Campus Calendar
Thursday, January 26, 1989
8:00 pm

Jazzdance: The Danny
Buraczeski

Wilkins Theatre

Friday, January 27, 1989
6:00 pm - 10:-00 pm

Dining Room 2

Sea Calm Ministries

Saturday, January 28, 1989
NOTHING SCHEDULED

Sunday, January 29, 1989
2:00 pm - 7:00 pm
2:30 pm - 7:00 pm
3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Sigma Beta Chi
I.F.M.
B.S.U. African History
Month Luncheon

Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Dining Room 2

Monday, January 30, 1989
10:00 am - 1 :00 pm

M.A.T. Testing

Meeting Room B

Co-op Jobs = Academic Credit,
Salary, Work Experience

KEAN COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
ROOM T-209
PHONE: 527-2357
"Let's Talk".
Our Office Hours are: 9:00 - 4:30 PM Monday- Friday.
Interviews: All Day - Monday - Friday
No appointment necessary.
NOTE: JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY

Gay Lumsden, Director
Freshman Center
Two weeks down, sixteen to
go. Holy Cowl That means the
semester's _one-eigh~hover already!
Most of us spend these first two
weeks asking and answering questions. Where's my class? How was
your vacation? What's the teacher
like? What can I take to replace my
cancelled class? Why does the break
seem so long ago? How am I going
to handle my job, my classes, and
my activities?Things are confused,
by May is distant and the time to
get assignments done seems limitless.
Ha! It'll soon be springtime,
lazy time, break time ... exam time,
paper time, end-of-classes
time ... summertimel Far be it from
me to create premature anxiety for
you, but THE END IS ON THE
WAY.
One way to deal with this insight is to procrastinate until the
end arrives. If you choose that

Dear Connie
Dear Connie:
I think I may be pregnant, and
have nowhere to turn. I can hardly
believe it-I don't know what to
do! The father is this guy I only
date occasionally, and I can't tell
him. My parents absolutely can't
know--they'd definitely kill me.
I'm not sure how Ifeel about abortion. In fact, I'm not sure how I feel
about ANYTHING! I really need
some advice, and fast.
Signed,
In a Panic
Dear Panic:
An unplanned pregnancy can
certainly create the sort of panic
and stress you are expressing. It
seems that such a possibility as
pregnancy can lead to instantaneous fear and confusion: How will
a baby affect my future plans? What
will my family think? Will my
boyfriend support me now? Should
I have the baby or get an abortion?
Can I even finish out my semester,
orwill I havetodropoutofschool?
In addition to all of these (and
more), you may be experiencing
some physical symptoms including nausea, weight gain, tenderness, increased urination, and of
course, a cessation of menstruation.
First, before anythi_ng else, you
need to get a reliable pregnancy
test. It is possible that you are not
even pregnant: stress, illness or
undetected health probalems can
all affect and/or interrupt your cycle.

JAIIU.UY
DATI

DAY

IVIIIT

LOCATION

TIKI

COST

January 26, 1989

Thurs.

Jazz Dance

Willtina Theatre

8:00 P.H.

Coat

January 29, 1989

Sun.

Opening Celebration of African
History Month

Dovna Hall ,
Dining Ila. 2

3:00 P.H.

Free

HHUilY
DATI

DAY

IVIIIT

LOCATIOI

TIKI

COST

February I, 1989

Wed.

Lecture: Dr. Na'i• Air.bar

Little Theatre

7:30 P.H.

Free

February 4, 1989

Sat.

New Jersey Ballet Coapany

Wilkin• Theatre

8 : 00 P.H.

Cost

February 5, 1989

Sun.

Garden State Ch-ber Orchestra
"Tribute to Black Coapoaera"

Eaat Caapua

3:00 P.H.

Coat

February 7. 1989

Tues.

Film, Toni Morrison

J-1OO

1:40 P,M,

Free

February 8, 1989

Wed.

Little Theatre
Lecture: Mr, Kvaae Toure
(Stokely Canoichael)
All African Peoples Revolutionary Party

7:30 P.M

Free

5:00 P.H.

Coat

Black Student Union: African Formal

approach, do try these three timetested and true methods for successfu I procrastination as developed in myOOPsMethod ofTime
Management, to be published by
Down the Tubes, Inc. as soon as I
get around tofinishing it:
--You can declare "I work best
under pressure, so I'm waiting until
the pressure gets intense before I
do any work." That one's good
right up to the point where the
deadline is in a noose around your
neck, you're set to do your wonderful "work under pressure," and
a totally unrelated crisis occurs
which keeps you from doing the
work at all.
OOPS!
Then there's "I just don't understand what l"m supposed to do. )"I I
just wait awhile. Maybe it'll clear
up." Yup. Or maybe you'll never
figure it out until it's too late to do
anything but whimper. But don't
ask questions or get tutoring help.
It spoils the effect.
OOPS!

Or you can use the absolutely
reliable, "I'll just do these other
things first." Walk the dog ... have
lunch ... recopy notes ...write a
letter ... make a phone call ... do the
laundry ...check the weather... listen
to the news ... have a snack... Pretty
soon there isn't time to do the
semester's work. But look at al I the
small stuff you did do.
OOPS!
So there you are. The OOPs
Method of Time Management.
Guaranteed to keep even the
smartest person from succeeding.
We've barely scratched the surface, and I'd give you more techniques, except I've got all these
other little things to do. But,
hey...we've only finished one-eighth
qf the semester, seven-eighths to
go. If you try really hard, maybe
you can come up with some new
methods of procrastination.
Or maybe you can break these
rules and make it a great semester!
It's "Dealer's Choice" ... and you're
the dealer!

The Counseling Center

1 (a) Job #2009 - Auditors, Accounting, Computer Operators,
F/f, P/f $6.00
1) Job Order #2005 - Quality Assurance Tech. - Graphic Arts
P/f & F/f - $6.00/Hr
2) Job O,·der #2004 - Marketing Rep. - P/f - Flexible Hrs. Salary
$5.00+/Hr.
3) Job Order #2003 - Public Relations Asst. - P/f - Flexible Hrs.
Salary: $4 - $5.00/Hr.
4) Job Order #2000 - Programmer Trainee - P/f - F/f Flexible
Hrs. Salary: Open
5) Job Order #1099 - Budget Analysts - P/f - F/f Flexible Hrs.
Salary $8.00/Hr.
6) Job Order #1098- Computer Asst. P/f - F/f, 20 Hrs. Flexible
Salary: $5.00/Hr.
7)JobOrder#1093 -Municipal Govt. -All Majors, Flexible Hrs.
Salary: Open
8) Job Order #1048 - Marketing Research - Marketing P/f
Flexible Hrs, Salary: $4.50 - $4.75/Hr.
'
9) Job Order #2010- Physical Science Technician - 20/40 Hrs.
Flexible - Salary: $5/$6.00 + Tuition, P/f - F/f
10) Job Order #2011 - Computer Operator - Flexible Hrs., F/f
Salary: Open
11) Job Order #2012 - Computer Operator - 20/30 Hrs. Salary:
$8.50
12) Job Order #2013 - Field Sales - F/f - Salary: $7 .00/$8.00 +
Mileage
13) Job Order #2014 - Lab Technician (Chemist) - 40 Hrs. Salary: $7.00/$8.00 per hr.
14) Jo_b Orde~ #2015 - Accounting, Full-Time preferred, 40 hrs.
Acc~un~mg MaJors, Immediate Interviews for Spring Semester,
starting in January, Salary: $8.00/$8.50
15)Job Order#2016-ManagementTrainees- F/f - P/f, Flexible
Hrs. Salary: Based on experience.
16) R.H. Bruskin - Market Researcher, F/f, Flexible Hours ·
Salary: Based on experience + bonus for Saturdays and Sundays.'

February 12, 1989 Sun.

Thurs., January 26, 1989

Downs Hall
Dining Rma. 2

&

3

February 14, 1989 Tues.

Africans Film Festival

Little Thea re

10 : 50 A.M- Free
7 : 30 P.H.

February 15, 1989 Wed.

Africans Film Festival

Little Thea re

10:50 A,M- Free
7:30 P.H.

Archway Pregnancy Center, located
right down the street (278 Morris
Avenue, Elizabth) offers free pregnancy tests with immediate results. Their number is 353-0604.
You can also obtain a pregnancy
test right hereon campus at Health
Services (527-2047). The cost of a
urine test is $18.50; a blood test
costs $31.1 O.
If you are sure you are pregnant, then you have three choices
open to you: parenting, adoption
or abortion. There are many factors to be considered with each of
these alternatives. Not one of them
is simple and uncomplicated, that's
why it is important to weigh each
one carefully and obtain as much
information as possible on each
choice. After all, whichever alternative you optfor, it will affect you
for some time to come.
You express a lot of fear and
uncertainly in relation to your family
and partner. Your fears about
confronting them are perfectly '
understandable. However, do you
really believe your parents will'
actually "kill" you? Furthermore,
your boyfriend may turn out to be
more supportive than you think. At
a time like this, you could use the
support of people who care about
you - your parents and boyfriend
might just want to be included in
that support. Don't rule them out
en,tirely -- give yourself more time
to decide how you'll deal with
letting them know or not.

In addition to personal support,
you need to obtain some thorough
information on pregnancy and
parenting, adoption how-to's, and
abortion procedures before you
can make the best choice for yourself Ata time like this, you may get
a lot of conflicting advice, even
from well-meaning professionals.
Friends may try to pressure you
into doing something you're not
ready for. Hang in there! Only you
can make that decision, and then
live with the results.
Because of all the conflicting
emotions you're feeling right now,
you can probably use someone to
talk to, someone to help you figure

out what you can hand le. Why not
schedule an appointment to see
someone at the Counseling Center
here· on campus? The counselors
there can help you sort through
what's going on, and recommend
some local resources. Give the
Center a call at 527-2082, or stop
by when you' re near the bookstore
-- we're right down the hall.
I really c;:are about what you're
going through, and I bet you'll find
others who care and want to help.
Hang in there, and good luck.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

WRITE DEAR CONNIE with
YOUR problems. All letters are
kept strictly confidential. If you
prefer, you need not sign your
name. Send al I letters to: "Dear
Connie" c/o The Counseling Center, SA 126. You can also drop
them off directly at the Center,
located in the Student Activities
Building.

African History
Month Approaches
The month of February has traditionally been African History
Month (Black History Month). Kean
Colle.ge events and commemorative programs are scheduled to
begin January 29th and last through
March 3rd.
During this time, more than
one dozen events have been
planned. The programs and timing
are varied so that you will be able
to participate in at least one event
per week. Many are during the
school day and/or college hours.
More than half are free.
If you are not an African-American, you may wonder what this
has to do with you. Well, to borrow from the Kean College MultiCultural Proclamation of April 1988,
11
.. .I am growing, I am learning .... I
long to understand ..." This is your
golden opportunity to grow, learn

and understand something about
,mother culture and heritage. Attend a lecture by Kwame Toure or
Kean College's own Dr. Bailey
Baker. Wrap yourself up in the
music of Black Composers as played
by the Garden State Chamber
Orchestra or as sung by the Boys
Choir of Harlem. Rejoice with the
Jubilation Dance Company or pay
tribute to the late Dr. William
Chaison by attending a performance of the Bill Chaison Dance
Company. Have a lot of laughs at
the Dating and Newly Wed Game'
or cool out in Sloan Lounge - Jazz
Mid-Day Live.
Check the schedule. There are
lots of other programs. The African
History Month Calendar will be
out in January. Get one so that you
can enjoy some of these exciting
programs.

Thu rs., January 26, 1989

William Chaison Dies
( Continued from Page 1)

c ompete in many dance competitions. He contributed not only to
the dance program but to the who le
theatre program."
One of the dance competitions
the Kean Dance Theatre performed
in recently was the American College Dance Festival in March of
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'88, in which the group won an
award for best performed work.
The Kea n Dance Theatre had
used the help of professional dancers in its first prod uctio n, according to Dr. Sh iposh. "But after that,
the co mpany had enough dancers
that it co uld put on productions
without the help of professional
organizations.

EVENT: Premiere of the William Chaison Dance
Theatre of New Jersey

·, PLACE: Wilkins Theatre for the Performing Arts,
Kean College of New Jersey

DATE/ February 9, 10 and 11 - 8:00 PM
TIME: February 12 - 2:00 PM
Multi-Ethnic Dancers reflect heritage of metro area in
contemporary dance works performed with exciting
staging -- as true dance theatre. The performance on
February 12 at 2 p.m. is a memorial performance
dedicated to William Chaison of Elizabeth, founder,
who died January 6, 1989. He was choreographer and
associate professor of physical education, recreation,
and health.
ADMISSION: $8.50 for the General Public
$4.50 - Senior Citizens
For additional information call Box Office at (201 )527-2337.

Among his other achievements
are the more than 20 modern, jazz,
and ballet works for the company
comprised of students'; in 1982,
"Reflections," one of his creations,
wa~ named "best work" at the
Northeast Regional American
Dance Festival in Philadelphia; the
company was chosen to performat
the national festival in Washington, D.C. in 1983; one of his dancers Ronald Wright of Newark, was
named "most outstanding performer" in the 1984 regional festiva l, all of this according to a press
release by Public lnofrmation.
The fo rmer Alvin Ai ley d ancer
a lso created pieces for several
promi ne nt ballets across the nation.
Cha ison was born in Bakersfie ld,
California and sta rted to dan ce
when he was ei ght. Cha ison 's
parents proh ibited him from studying da nce when e nte ring colle ge.
He subsequently majore d in art at
.Bakersfield Commun ity Co llege .
In the last months of h is life
Chaison, a black, had devoted time
to the W ill iam Cha ison Dance
Theatre of New Jersey, a company
aimed at trai ning choreo graphers
who are minorities.
The company will perform its
first piece February 9th through
12th in W ilkins Theatre entitled,
''To Patsy with Love." It is dedicated to Chaison's first dance
teacher Patsy Swayze, who is the
mother of dancer and actor Patrick
Swayze.

■

WIN AN ALL-EXPENSE PAID TRIP
( desti nation to be a nnounced ) AND appear o n
the cover of MODELS WORLD MAGAZINE, the
officia l magazine of the modeling industry.

■

GAIN

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE

with top

modeling. advertising. and beauty representa-

tives. and the opportunity to break in directly to
the exciting world of modeling!

JUST CONTACT:

the officia l MODELS WORLD
photographer- David Glasofer Photography

201 -549-1845 .
... and arrange an appointment to shoot your
w inn ing cover photo, to be submitted to MODELS
WORLD by your official photo representative.
All official MODELS WORLD photos will be judged
by a p a nel of top fashion, advertising and b eauty
experts ...
... who w ill select semi-finalists from each area. The
Lucky semi-finalists w ill attend the national cover
contest awards banquet. The w inner will be
announced that special night.
You c ould be t he next
cover model for
MODELS WORLD
MAGAZINE!
Enter the official
MODELS WORLD c over
c ontest and find out how !!

THE WINNER

No Go for Inauguration
(Continued from Page 1)

tickets for personal reasons. I know
we may just be students, but this
was a once in a lifetime chance to
see something like this for almost
all of us. We're all very disappointed."
Professor Merle Truesch, another advisor for the trip, stated,
''This insensitive treatment of Kean
College students leaves a very sour
taste. Many of the students who
were involved, their family and
friends, are constituents and voters who are likely to remember
this incident."
After a phone conversation with
Mr. Rinal do's office in Washing-

ton D.C., Sandra Bryant, a staff
member, said that prior commitments had been made by Mr. Rinaldo and had not been made notice
tohisstaff. Whenalist wasdouble
c hecked a few days before the
inauguration, they found the mistake and immediately contacted
Kean. "Unfortunately," she said,
"Mr. Rinaldo's desires were made
first."
I hope he (Rinaldo) takes his
oath of office and the promises he
makes to his constituents a bit
more seriously than he took this
particular promise," Dr, Hunt said.
"Carlos spent months preparing
for this, and everyone w as looking
forward to go ."

Kean Goes to U.N.
In preparation for the Harvard
National Model United Nations
confe re nce in Boston from Feb.
16-1 9, 1989, twenty-two Kean
College students, along with faculty advisor, Dr. Charles P. Ke lly,
partici pated in a United Natio ns
tour and delegation b riefi ng on
Monday, Ja n. 9, 1989, in New
York.
This year's student delegates,
representing China and Angola,
will assume the role of diplomats
in the Harvard mock simulation of
the U. N., engaging in formal debates and informal "behind the
scenes negotiations as part of their
course requirements for PS 4410,
Seminar in International Politics."
During their preliminary tour
of the United Nations, students
e nga ged in a question and answer
period w ith Shibing Yuan, Pre ss
Attache to the Ch inese Mission to
the U. N. and JerominoAlmeida,
Press Attache to the Angolan Mission to discuss the purposes and

Dr. Kelly, "As Kean e nters its
seve nteenth year of pa rtici pation,
each H NMUN stude nt de legate
oenefits significantl y fro m this
experience, gai ning a practical,
hands-on perspective of the complexities of global politics a nd diplomacy not often rea lized through
classroom instruction."

functions of the U.N. and their

call Dr. Charles P. Ke\\y a\ tne
Tnsfifure o, Public Service at 527-

respective roles to th is governing

body.
According to faculty adv isor,

The 1989 Kean delegation will
be represented by graduate student
delegates J. Christian Bollwage,
Michael Egenton, Anna Groves,
Tina Lisa, Angela Lopez, Don na
Madrigal, Marie McGuire, Catherine Robertello, Belinda Pridgen,
Vincent Vitiello, Maria Velazquez
and Connie Digieso. Kean undergraduate delegates include Attila
Digioia, Scott Hendrickson
Jeevaprakash Srzrangan, Tonya
Blackwell Mc Do we ll, Richard
Murray, Carlos Sanchez, Karen
Sne de ke r, and Howard Allman
Ne lson.
For further information , ple ase
3152/3153, Hutchinson Ha ll, J-

103.

Financial Aid
for
...
Kean College Students
A series of Financial Aid workshops w iII be presented during the
months of February and March
1989. The facilitators will be Sharon
Fo ushee of the E.E.O. office a nd
John Marcinski of the Financial
Aid office. Sponsored by the Freshman Center, E.E.O., and Financial
Aid Offices, the workshops will
be offered dur ing college hour on

Tuesd ay or W e dnesday, plus o ne
evening session . The first worksl.iop w i11 be on Tuesday, February
21 st at 1 :40. The peer liaisons in
the Freshman Se minar classes wil I
be informing you about all of the
workshops. Also, watch the Independent and Campus Bulletin
Boards.

DID YOU EVER SAY TO YOURSELF ...

COULD BE VOUI
"I WISH I COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE!"

Call your local MODELS WORLD representative
a nd find out now!

NOW YOU CAN ...
HELP NEW STUDENTS
GET THE MOST OUT OF COLLEGE LIFE!

models

BY JOINING THE P.L.A.N.S. PROGRAM
(Peer Liaisons Assisting New Students)
THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO:
*Have fun while making money
*Enhance your communication skills
•work with great people
APPLY IN THE FRESHMAN CENTER BY:
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1989
• •All candidates must be enthusiastic and a
good communicator with at least a 2.5 GPA.
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Editorial

Letters
Protect the Helpless

The Second
Annual
Non-Biased
Unopinionated
Editorial

Dear Editor,
Many cases of patient abuse
and patient ki lling have recently
been reported. These tragedies are
directly related to the H ilda Peter
case.
In the Hi lda Peter case, the
New Jersey Supreme Court de-

Welcome New Students
Dear Editor,
I am writing th is letter to better
inform freshmen and transfer students of the great importance of
getting involved in Kean College's
many clubs, organizations, and
activities, in particular the New
Student Committee.
The overall purpose of the New Student Convnittee is to better orient
the new Kean student to Kean's
other aspects that take place outside the classroom and are involved in bettering campus life by
working through Kean College itself. By taking an active participation in these events to benefit the
new student's interests, new friends
are made, leadership skills devel-

Correctional
Correspondence
Dear Editor,
I am writing this.letter in hopes
that you will assist me in my unfortunate situation. I am currently
serving a 12-year sentence for
burglary and haven't got any true
friends left out there in the free
world. It seems as though the friends
I did have only lasted as long as I
could pay the tab for their friendship.
If it matters at all, I am a 26-year
old Hungarian male with brow n
hair, brown eyes, 5'7" tall and
weight 168 pounds. I have many
interests and I try to take advantage of every opportunity to keep
myself mentally afl oat and to better myself.
It is in the area of morale that I
am most concerned w ith. Frankly,
this place is unbelievable (it' s like
a nut house) and at night when our
mail is being passed out I find
myself standing around waiting and
wishing for a letter that never seems
to arrive. Believe me, it becomes
disturbing after awhile.
I would like very much for you
to print my letter. Perhaps lwill get
lucky and someone might decide
to write. I will answer all letters as
I truly want and need your friendship!

Bill Santa #23013
Westville Correction Center
P.O. Box 473
Westville, Indiana 46391
P.S. Your time and energy in
the above matter is truly appreciated. Thank You!
WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative
you1I be responsble for placing
advertising mattirtals on bullettn
boards and working on
-marketing programs for clients
such as American Expre&B,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-ttme work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are sell-motivated, hardwork ing, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Information to:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

(For those who don't get it,
you're in a lot of trouble)

cided that loving families and friends
could make death-causing decisions. The cou rt to ld us not to
worry about abuse. They said greedy
and uncari ng fam ilies are rare and
won't cause a prob lem.
H ow ironic th at in the very case
in w hich the cou rt made th at deci-

6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648
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oped, and an overall feeling of
belongingness to Kean is established. Through such activi ties as
our upcoming Washington trip,
fund raisers, and sponsored dances
we hope to develop these skills
and have fun in the process.
Being an active member of the
New Student Committee, I have
gained new insight and experience in Kean by taking an active
interest in the affairs of the new
student and campus life. I would
also encourage new students to
likewise do so and they can obtain
information at our upcoming open
house on Tuesday, January 31 , at
1 :40 in the Freshman Center. Here
the New Student Committee,
Commuter Club, and the Scoop
will be available to answer any
questions and be more than happy
to accept new members. I can
truly say that being a part of the
New Student Committee is an
enrichening and fun experience
and hope other students will join
us in our goals in making Kean
College a better place in our own
small ways.

Joe Gnas
NSC Executive BoardMember, Publicity Coordinator

sion, the Hilda Peter case, there
were very suspicious circumstances.
H ilda Peter was found unconscious, poisoned by an overdose
of sleeping pills. Her live-in companion, Eberhard Johanning, then
went to court to have her food and
w ater removed.
It was later learned that Mr.
Johanning's second w ife Lou ise
died of poison ing in a manner
almost identica l to that of H ild a
Peter. A month before she died
Louise told a woman that she had
just met that she thought her husband was trying to ki II her.
Mr. Johanning's third wife
Hermanda fled her home when
she felt that she was being poisoned. She said thatMr.Johanning
had once threatened that she would
leave "feet first.•
The New Jersey Supreme Court
and the public were never informed
of these facts while the case was in
progress, and Hilda Peter was later
starved to death. If this could happen
in such a pivotal, widely-publicized and investigated case, what
will happen to vulnerable patients
in cases that are not publicized?
Fortunately, nursing home patients do have some protection.
Ombudsman Hector Rodriguez is
thereto investigate when a request
is made to starve a patient. The
Right to Die Society and the State
Bioethics Commission want the
Ombudsman's protection weakened oreliminated . They are trying
to do this by their "living will" legislation. They must not get their
way. Elderly patients must be protected.
Marie Niemeyer

Legislative Director
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Commentary,
.Keen on Kean

ByMannyCantor

Don't Miss This Campus Gem
Belated, but heart-felt, my warm
wishes to all my readers for a
healthy, rewarding 1989, and for
success this year in your various
endeavors at Kean College.
Visitors in European capitals -Paris, Madrid, London -- may get
td,the Louvre, the Prado, the National Gallery. In Leningrad, it is
the Hermitage. In New York, it's
the Metropolitan. Most never get
to the small, lesser-known museums or galleries, like the Jeu de
Paume, the Tetrakov, the Frick,
whichiin some ways are more
exciting.
The parallel is not exact, of
course. But a tiny percentage of
the thousands of students, faculty
and staff who come to Kean College each week get to visit one of
the gems on this campus. I speak

of the James Howe Gallery in
Vaughn-Eames. Personal observation over many years, perusal of
the gallery's guest-book, and discussion with its personnel, confirm this conclusion. And that's
too bad. Because you are missing
out on a valuable educational and
esthetic experience readily at hand.
The main contribution of the
James Howe Gallery is its teaching function. It provides a place to
exhibit the work of students, faculty and alumni. It enables upclose, unhurried study, appraisal
and inspiration. It is an inducement, and a channel, for a continued relationship with alumni. Prof.
E. Austin Goodwin, chairman of
the Fine Arts Department, aptly
describes another function of the
Gallery as "a conduit with the art

world," the means for an active
relationship with other art institutions, like the NewarkMvseum, as
well as with the surrounding
community. As an esthetic presence the Gallery gives a very positive image of Kean College, and
thus is performing an important
public relations function.
It is not generally known, or appreciated, that the James Howe
Gallery has a permanent collection of more than 150 pieces, scattered around the campus, most in
the library. Besides the space limitations, security against theft and
defacement, complex this disbursement. Included in the collection
are important works by well-known
artists like Winslow Homer, James
Audobon, Robert Rauschenberg and

Joseph Stella. The Gallery also owns
a collection of books on art donated by the late Nathan Krueger.
Old-timers may remember Rabin
and Krueger, the celebrated art
store on Halsey Street in Newark.
The function of the James Howe
Gallery is implicit in the subjects
of the last four shows. In November individual faculty members
presented recent works, in the Fine
Arts Faculty Annual. In December
Art Majors showed their creations
from the Sculpture Studio. The
October show was special, and
compels some elaboration. Entitled
Style and Theme in Japanese Art, it
was sponsored by the Kean College C,eneral Ed Program, Dr. Daniel
O'Day, Director. The fact that it
was a special exhibition for the
core college curriculum insured a

THE

larger segment of students and
faculty would profit from th is most
impressive achievement. Prof. Vito
Giacalone, veteran teacher with
special interests in Japanese and
Chinese art, was Curator. The
beautiful catalogue is, in itself, a
virtual course in Japanese art. This
exhibition was an example of the
grreat things possible to achieve at
Kean College when the resources
available are marshalled through
cooperative effort. We can look
forward with keen anticipation to
next school year, when Africa will
be the subject.
The current exhibit is of recent
works of Barbara Schaff. Dr. Goodwin, her long-time mentor, in his
foreword to the catalbgue, says of
the artist: "A master potter on the
wheel, she has been motivated
into this departure from the functional by an artistic urge to deploy
the magic of glazes onto porcelain
as a painter would put pigment to
canvas."Theshowwasbeinghung
last week, but my long-range peak
whetted my appetite for the whole
exhibit which will run from January 23 to February 27. There will
be a special reception from 1 PM
to 4 PM at the Gallery on Sunday,
the 29th, and a Gallery talk by the
artist on Wednesday, February 8 at
3 PM. Ms. Schaff is a member of
the Kean College program advisory board for the BFA degree in
Studio.
Prof. Zara R. Cohan has been
the Director of the James Howe
Gallery for 18 years. Hers is indeed-the story-of the local girl who

THE PRUDENTIAL - the nation's largest
diversified financial services organization - is
seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for
positions in Systems, Sales and more.
We're looking for the most talented future
executives we can find! If you have a strong
background in accounting, finance, economics,
math, computer science or liberal arts, and are
interested in the exciting and challenging
positions we have to offer, please join our
Prudential representatives at an Information
Session on Wednesday, February 1, 1989 at
3:00PM in the Little Theatre in the College
Center.
For more information contact your Placement
Office.
equal opportunity employer

ThePrudent1al ~

"made good." She was born and
bred in Elizabeth. She graduated
with the class of 19 50 from Newark Teachers College, ancestor of
the present Kean College, had
teaching experience on the elementary level, and was associated
withtheMuseumofModernArt in
New York and the N.J. State Museum in Trenton. Zara got her M.A.
at Kean in 1970, when she began
her career as Director.
' To help you enjoy the benefits
of Zara's dedicated work, let me
tell you how I manage to see most
of the exhibits at the James Howe
Gallery. For one, I have taken a
goodly number of Fine Arts courses,
which brings me right there in
Vaughn Eames. Those semesters
when my classes are elsewhere,
the only parking space has been in
the Vaughn Eames lot, near North
Avenue. In very cold weather, my
route to class is periodically through
Vaughn Eames, to warm up and to
check the Gallery Schedule. At
times I stop at the Gallery on my
waybacktothecar. Rainy weather
also encourages these side trips. If
you allow yourself a little extra
time, before or after classes, you,
too, will find the time and effort
well-spent

••••••••••••
POSTSCRIPT ON PARKING:
My appeal of a parking ticket
for a violation I felt I could not
avoid in December was not granted
by the Parking Appeals Committee. Their reason: "A roadway violation is a fire violation which may
not be voided at any time." That is
a regulation with which I cannot
demur. I paid the fine. That still
leaves me with the question: If the
circumstances again were that no
legal space was available, and my
violation was NOT on a roadway,
would the Appeals Committee grant
the appeal?

••••••••••••
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Across the Nation
The Reagan Legacy: Students Graduate In Debt
By Michael O'Keeffe
(CPS) -- Eight years after they
rode into Washington, D.C., pledging to change federal student aid
forever, members of the Reagan
administration can say they succeeded. In their wake, they're
leaving students who generally have
to borrow aid money they used to
get as grants. .
Virtually all observers - whether
conservative or liberal -- say the
~ramatic shift in financial aid programs from grants to loans probably is the administration's most
enduring campus accomplishment
"Debt,• said Fred Azcarate,
president of the U.S. Student Association (USSA) in Washington, D.C.,
"is the great legacy of the Reagan
administration for students.•
Sti II others are disappointed the
trend away from grants wasn't faster.
"The intent of financial aid was
to supplement the cost (of a college education)," contended Jeanne
Allen of the Heritage Foundation,
a conservative think tank that helped
develop many of the administration's campus policies.
"It was never meant to guarantee everyone gets a college ed ucation," she continued. "Ronald
Reagan's goal was to get back to
the original intent...to ensure full
access to a college education, but
not that it would be fully paid by
the federal government."
Allen said Reagan largely succeeded in "making sure only the
people who were deserving got
aid money."
President Reagan came into
office with other education goals,
too, like abolishing the Depart-

ment of Education, shifting the
responsibility for funding campuses
from Washington to the states and,
of course, drastically cutting the
federal budget for schools and
colleges.
But "the announced intention
to decrease expenditures ... never
materialized," noted Terrel Bell,
Reagan's first education secretary.
It wasn't for lack of trying. In his
first two budget proposals and again
in 1987, the president tried to cut
some major programs by as much
as half.
"We forced Congress to decide
the programs are not expendable,"
said Edward Elmendorf, who was
assistant secretary for post secondary education from 1982 to 1985.
"Congress had a chance each year
to take a (vote) on how much
programs should be cut, and what
their impact would be."
''They repeatedly asked for cuts
in student aid, but that was rejected by Congress,• recalled
Charles Saunders of the American
Council on Education (ACE), a
lobbying group for campus presidents from around the nation.
''They wanted to do away with
student aid,• asserted Rick Jerue,
staff director of the House
Postsecondary Education Subcommittee. ''Things would have been
far worse if Congress had not
opposed the Reagan administration on cuts."
Most direct aid to campuses for
libraries and housing were in fact
abolished, as were aid programs
like student Social Security and
the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.

In the process of attacking those
and other programs, "they did
manage to throw student aid programs into disarray and confusion,
and we've fallen behind the actual
purchasing power of 1980, " the
ACE's Saunders claimed.
The shift from grants - which
students don't have to repay - to
loans was probably the most significant and longlasting byproduct.
''The shift from grants to loans
was not a fluke,• said Gwendolyn
L. Lewis of the College Board. "It
will probably continue. We're not
likely to see a shift (back to grants)
in the future.•
In the mid-1970's, Lewis said,
80 percent of the federal aid given
to students was in the form of
grants. By 1987-88, it was down
to 47 percent.
C. Ronald Kimberling, who
served in the Education Dept. under
Reagan, blamed Jimmy Carter. "The
most astronomical growth in loans
came in the Carter administration,"
he said, adding the government
loaned $7.8 billion to students in
1981, up from $1.9 billion in 1978.
However, the amount of money
granted to students also rose during the same period. Much of the
increased loan money was given
to middle-class students, who had
been made eligible for student loans
for the first ti me.
Student life, regardless of who
started the shift to loans, has been
changed as a result.
Liberal arts students, for example, changed their majors from
lower-paying careers like teaching to more lucrative fields because they knew they'd need to

repay loans, some said.
"Students know they are going
to graduate with large debt, and
that affects what classes they pick,
what majors they choose, what
jobs they select when they graduate," claimed Arlette Slachmuylder,
president of the State Student Association of New York.
"It creates a lot of pressure on
the student that hasn't existed in
the past," he added.
USSA's Azcarate charged, "Some
students will be in debt for the rest
of their lives. Many young people
are not going to college because
they can't assume the debts."
Any many who do choose to
assume those debts now can't pay
them back, critics said.
Just covering defaulted loans
costs Washington $1.6 billion a
year, upfrom$530 million in 1983
and about half the total it spends
on Stafford Loans (formerly called
Guaranteed Student Loans).
Lewis of the College Board
predicts "the amounts of money
(actually loaned to students) will
have to be reduced because the
costs (of the defaults) will have to
be covered ."
Increased spending to repay
banks for defaulted Stafford Loans
accounts for part of the increase in
the Education Dept. 's budget during the Reagan years. Nevertheless, the budget did rise, Reagan
supporters noted.
"When I started," former Secretary Bell said, "the budget was $14
billion. No.v it's $21 billion. There's
a perception in academia that there
were cuts, but in actual dollars,
there's been an increase."

After inflation is figured in,
ho.vever, student aid programs were
actually about 20 percent smaller
in 1986 than in 1980, a 1986
USSA student alleged, while an
August, 1988, Wall Street Journal
analysis pegged the decrease at 9
percent from 1980 to 1988.
Bell said "the response of the
higher education community and
Congress frustrated" the administration's hopes to cut college
spending more, and some Reagan
critics remain bitter about it.
"We've been forced (to fight) to
hold the status quo," Azcarate said.
"I'd rather work on issues such as
the retention and recruitment of
minorities instead of defending
programs that have existed for
years."

The shift from grants to loans
under President Reagan means both
present and future college students will graduate with often large
debts.
/Photo O,urte,y CPS)

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
\Xt:th
a name like Educaid
there's only one thing we can
do-specialize in student
loans. This makes Educaid
unique among student lenders. We've made a business of
servicing students' special
needs. It's all we do. That's
why we're the best. And that's
why you can depend on us for
that special, personal touch
when you need it.

Educaid knows you can't
wait for your money. You
need it now. From the moment
we receive your loan app lication, we're fighting the clock
to get you your money fast.
Educaid can save you
money, too. You don't pay
interest on interest while
you're continually enrolled in
school. Educaid capitalizes the
interest (adds it to the principal) on your SI,.S only onceat graduation.

See your Financial Aid Office. ,
If you're eligible for a Stafford
Loan (GSL) or an SLS, ask
for Educaid . Or give us a call:

Union, NJ (201) 686-0101
T oll Free: (800) 338-5616
2840 Morris Avenue
Union, NJ 07083
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Howe Gallery Presents Porcelain Perfection
An exhibition of the first showing of current paintings by New
Jersey artist, Barbara Schaff has
opened at the James Howe Gallery in the lobby of Vaughn Eames
Hall and will run through February 27, 1989.
·, A master potter, Schaff has
gained national recognition for her
three-dimensional functional objects. Schaff had her first solo
exhibition in 1972 at the Alicia
Rahm Gallery of Contemporary
Crafts, Montclair, New Jersey. Since
that time, her work has been exhibited at numerous galleries and
museums throughout the United
States, and is included in many
museum, corporate and private
collections.
Barbara Schaff is a member of
the Kean College Program Advisory Board for the B.F .A. in Studio
and was the recipient of the New
Jersey State Council of the Arts
Fellowship in 1984-85. In 1986
Schaff received the Medal of Ex-

cellence for Promotion and Design from the Art Directors' Club
of New Jersey.
This exhibition marks Schaff's
departure from creating threedimensional porcelain and stonewareto painting on porcelain tiles.
Her discovery of how brilliantly
glazed and fired porcelain clay
shows color, changed her emphasis from concentrating on form to
concentrating on color.
To create her paintings, Schaff
starts out with raw porcelain clay
and rolls out each tile. It is then
placed in a kiln and fired. At that
point, the tile is hard and can be
picked up. After Schaff decides
what size the painting will be, she
places the fired tiles in rows to
create the "canvas". She then paints
on the tiles, often working on the
floor. When Schaff completes the
painting, the tiles are placed back
in the kiln and fired again. As
Schaff removed the tiles from the
kiln, she places them back in the

original order. It is atthis point that
the painting is created. Schaff carefully studies the image and begins
to move the tiles around in different positions. Schaff says, "It is
startling and exciting to let the tiles
relate to one another - this is what
propels me into the creative process. It is a new way of seeing. The
work becomes itself and you have
to be prepared to let that happen.
The work ends up leading you - it
is an intuitive approach. There is
no fun in playing it safe - art is
about risk." When Schaff is satisfied with the image, the tiles are
then glued to mahogany plywood
with epoxy.
Greatly influenced by Oriental
culture, Schaff finds the brushwork
of Japanese caligraphy exciting.
She is also influenced by all abstract art, especially the work of
Franz Kline, Mark Rothko and
Jackson Pollack. Her studio is in
beautiful Hunterdon County and
the surrounding countryside is
reflected in many of her paintings.

Sailing is another great love, but it
is not just one element that is the
major inspiration for her work.
Schaff says, "It is an unconscious
mechanism that takes over. The
images are the essence of things I
absorb all the time. I myself, am
surprised by the results."
For a while Schaff worked in a
geometric, hard~dged style which,
to her, had become "sterile and
soulless." In her current work there
is a marvelous contrast between
serenity and drama. In the exhibition, there are paintings that reflect the beauty and harmony of
the rural area in which she lives
and works. Schaff portrays the vivid
rhythm of the passing seasons with
a precision and sensitivity that is
more than just talent. But then
there are the paintings that are
dynamic and powerful. In China
Passage, 1987, brilliant and startling swirls of color explode out of
a deep black background. This is
incredible motion as the images
leap forward. The glazed tiles have

a luminosity that creates an illusion of depth and speace. Barbara
Schaff's paintings offer the viewer
multiple and diverse confrontationswhich make this exhibition a
rich experience for the art lover,
collector and student.
Professor Zara Cohan, gallery
director and assistant professor of
fine arts, has involved museum
trainees Miriam Gabriel, Karen
Hogan, Ann Murray and Terry
Walters in all aspects of planning
the exhibition.
A reception for the artist wi II be
held at the gallery on January 29
from 1 to 4 p.m. The snow date is
February 5. Barbara Schaff will
give a gallery talk on February 8 at
3 p.m.
Admission to the gallery and
the reception are free. Gallery hours
are from 1 0 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays. Friday hours
are 10 a.m. to noon.
For further information, Gallery Director Zara Cohan, can be
contacted in the Fine Arts Department at 527-2307.

Glamour Girls:
Kean Competes
Kean College's women juniors,
are invited to participate in Glamour Magazine's Top Ten College
Women Competition for outstanding students.
Selections will be made on the
basis of achievement in academic

■
Of course, we've also added lots
Students, your assignment today is
of other fine features to the XL 2500.
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
There' s full line correction, Auto
XL 2500 typewriter.
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our Right
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
Ribbon System; which automatically
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
prevents you from using the wrong
study.
·
combination of ribbon and correcting
In fact , unlike most electronic typecassette.
writers, it's a downright snap to pick up.
Oh, one more feature we forgot to
The Spell-RightN 50,000 word elecmention - the price. You'll be happy to
tronic diGtionary adds new meaning to
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly
the word " simple'.'
affordable.
WordEraser erases entire words at
So you see, the XL 2500
a single touch.
WordFind'" finds your mistakes before won't just make your writing
easier.
anyone else can.
It'll also help you with
The XL 2500 even makes correcting
your economics.
mistakes as easy as making them.
With the Smith Corona Correcting
SMITH
~ IECORON~
~assette, you ~imply pop
#
··__ _ _
_ _.•·
TOMORROWS TECHNOlOGY
m your correction tape.
.~.
AT YOUR TOUCH '"
There are no spools
-~ . · ·
to unwind .. . no com·
plicated threading
... no tangles.
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studies, and involvement in personal, campus, or community activities. Categories are creative arts,
communications, science and
technology, health, public service, government and pol itics, international relations, business and
economics, entrepreneurship, and
sports. Winners will rece ive a
$2,500 award and appear in the
October, 1989 issue.
, Entries must be submitted to
Glamour by March 1 and require
the signature of a designated
administrator on a completed entry form; an official transcript of
academic accomplishments; and
_essay; and a photograph.
Brochures and application forms
are avai Iable through the Office of
Public Information in Townsend
Hall 112.

"And All That Jazz"
The Danny Buraczewski Dance
Company will be performing a jazz
dance recital in Wilkins Theatre
tonight at 8 p.m.
The eight mermer company will
perform to pieces by Glenn Miller,
Lionel Hampton, Dave Brubeck,
Astor Piazolla, Art Pepper, and
Charles Mingus. Mr. Buraczeski
has done all the choreographing
for the show.
Admission to the show is $8.50
attheWilkinsboxoffice and information can be obtained by call ing
527-2337.

.,,,

More to Come

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust_Avenue_. New Canaan, CT 06840 or
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd .), 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontano. Canada MIB !Y4.

No, we haven't forgotten. In
the next issue and foll owing issues
of the Independent we w il l be
resuming our coverage of our regularly published columns. These
include Tom Greene's "Concert
Corner" and a new WKNJ Radio
column by DJ Tim McCarthy. So
keep reading the Indy to stay on
the cutting edge of Kean College
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$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
Aspecial offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

And, of course, you'll enjoy alt the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
Express®Card.
American Express.
Because _now you can take advantage of new travel
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f ult-time
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stustudents who carry the American Express Card
dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
Travel privileges that offer:
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to any of tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
NORTI-IWEST the more than 180 cities served byNorthAl RLI NES
west in th~ contiguous 48 United _States. you can apply by phone.Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
LOOK TO us
Only one ticket may be used per sixright away. What's more, with our Automatic
month period.
Approval offers,
Special Quarterly Nortmwst Destination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25%off the lowest available fare. you can qualify now
while you're still in
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
school.
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
Apply now. Fly later
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
-for less.
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
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Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
~

■TRAVEL
RELATED

SERVICES

An Americ.an Express company

*Some restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the mail.
© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Steph and Linda-Yes ... Yes ... Yes!!
Where do ya think you're goin'
Pigfacel? Don't hate me because
I'm beautiful! Bizarre
Ki-Hole and Hole-hearted - Welcome back from vacation. Let's
make th is semester better than last.
We'll celebrate when your projects are finished. Love ya, Loophole
• Lambda ladies - Welcome back!
loophole P.S. Kimibo, don't worry
about your beau!
Patti - Congratulations on your
engagement. Poli and Danger
Sandy- Don't worry about what's
his name. You still have your mom!

Mom
AE - The light is at the end of the
tunnel. Remember, team work) AD
Santa Burns- Thanks for the champagne! Wine coolers and all other
alcoholic beverages will be available at a soon-to-be party in my
apartment. Be There! Rhonda
Tom - Nine and a half weeks and
our evening is very much needed!
Set a time, OK? Love, Your honey

bunny

Anytime Annemarie - Try turning
your lights before yelling at the
other guy! Wanna shake? M----,
thank you fora lovely time! Here's
to an awesome semester together!

Love, your user and abuser sister,
Mel
Cindi - Hi pal! Enjoy your time
with Bobby and have fun over
vacation . Wishing you the best!

Love, Van
Sisters of PEX and ZETA - AWESOME party last Thursday night!!
Booga-lal Booga-lal Booga-la! Ah,
ah, ah!!! EBX
Big Bill - You probably forgot to
write me. Oh well. I forgive you.
Have a great vacation and don't
get too drunk! Keep in touch friend.

Love, Vanessa
Ms. Lee - Howdy char-lover? It's
been a while since our last chat
session. You just chat and I'll come
running. Mr. Dodenhoff
Ouijanine - The spirits are flying
high tonight! Beware of the moon
that shines through the church
steeple. Think on that and be dismayed! Lucifer

Hey Scott - Watch out for the
bic .. Hmphl! Ooh, ugh. I bet that
hurt.
Beth- I'm here if you need to talk.
Jill
So Chris - What street was Macy's
on? How'd ya love that taxi ride?
Fuzzy - Grow up and stop using
others to define your self-worth!!!

Jill - Look at the stars, I' 11 be there.
Breathe me in, I'm like thea ir. You
will know where I'll be. I'm in
your heart eternally. TJ
Jen - Let's go to the bar and get a
milk. Joy
To the guys of 504 Rogers- Thanks
for throwing the greatest party on
campus. It was awesome! Party

You Know Who
Ted - Thank you for your assis-

Animals of Kean College
ToBigGregin504Rogers-Thanks

tance as I, shall we say ''Sold Buicks"

for being a great host at your party.
I had the best ime. Your great,

253-JLH
Chris and Scott - Hard Rock Cafe.
At the bar... Gotta love it. Psyche.
Hard Rock Hurricanes Rule! Jill

and Sandy
Mooch, Mark & Dan - You guys
are the very best men in the world.
Where would I be without you?
Who knows? I love you, Lourdes
Hey Scott - Do you think they'll
miss those menus at the Hard Rock?
Hurricanes Rule .. Jill
Wads - So what happened to that
personal you were going to
write???Oh, that's ok. By the way I
want to WIN, WIN, WIN!!! A C.H.S.
Alumni

Susie
Pam, Sandy, & Donna- Guys, they
stole our door. They Stole Our
Door!!
Munchki - You made th is semester
very special. Thanx for all the hugs
and dances. You are a great friend
and terrific snuggle buddy. Here is
to a long, close friendship. Cheers.
Ting. Zerburt
Great White - We have got to do
that again, except next time we'll
stay at the beach resort and fly a
different airline. Oh yeah, we'll
also rent the VCR camera a little
earlier. I love you ! Hammerhead

On Campus Part-Time Jobs Available
Perforining Arts Facilities Office
Cal I 527-2088 or
visit us at TPA 105
(Office located behind Box Office
in Wilkins Theatre Lobby)

Hey Doug - When you need 'em
Qualudes and Acid do the trick,
· unless you've had poptarts and
fruitloops first!! Who else? Linda
Milano Cookie Man - "Pepperidge
Farm remembers ...Strange customs
'round here." The-3-some
D.B. - Thanks for inviting us to all
your parties. They're a lot of fun
and so are you and you' re crazy
roomies! L.R., K.S. & K.K.
Off to Kansas he goes - Or is that
Newark Airport? What was in that
package anyway? And how was
your hijacking trip to Cuba? Oops!
Your NY-a-saurus!
Melissa - The past nine months
have been incrediblell Happy
Anniversary! I love you! The next
couple of months wi 11 be hectic for
both of us, so hang in there. Love

Always, Tom
Vundabar - We must Iive to work!
If we do not die for our job we wil I
only turn out to be nothing but a
slob. HA. Only a few more hours
left or not.
Donna N. - Get all those oneminute calls off your bill! Our star
is still there. Mr. AT&T

******

The Independent wi ll refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fash ion. Th e paper
disavows personals that do not
specifi ca lly name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibi lity for w hatever infe rences
readers make. No Personals with 35

words or more will be accepted. If
·you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.

Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
name and phone #. Without either
of these, the personal will not run.

KEAN COLLEGE
ARMY ROTC

ROTC
SPRING
LECTURE
SCHEDULE

TUESDAY
ROTC 0114/1114 AA American Military History

4:00-:-6:30pm

WEDNESDAY
ROTC 0115/1115 AA Physical Fitness Leadership
ROTC 0112/1112 AA Map Reading and -Land Navigation
ROTC 0212/ 1212 AA Leadership Practicum

7:30-8:30am
9:00-9:50am
9:00-9:50am

THURSDAY
ROTC 0112/1112 AB Map Reading and Land Navigation
ROTC 0212/1212 AB Leadership Practicum
ROTC 0115/1115 AB Physical Fitness Leadership
* Leadership Lab
Note:

ARMY ROTC

12:00-12:50pm
12:00-12:50pm
TO BE ARRANGED

1:00- 3:00pm

1. Course numbers reflect SHU non-credit/credit courses

* 2.

Leadership Lab is required for all cadets as a
co-requisite for any lecture sessions

1l-E SMARTEST COUEGE
COlJISE YOU CAN TAKE FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ROTG,. CALL THE MILITARY SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT AT SETON HALL UNIVERSl1Y (201) 763-3078.
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AA Meeting

CLASSIFIEDS·
--·

Every Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at
527-2330 or 527-2360

IIIIAICH PAPIIS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

••• eqnq;l~~l;~~~ 2

Catholic Mass
Every Sunday
7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:

Room B

Catholic Student Org.

ATTN: MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT MAJORS
DELTA EPSILON CHI, Kean's new national marketing and management organization, is looking to increase its membership, to build DEX into a strong student
organization. DELTA EPSILON CHI involves the students in and out of the
community in local, state and national competition held throughout the year.
Competitions enable the students to gain practical experience in their field, and
get the opportunity to meet and talk with professionals in the field of marketing and
management. If you want to join contact: Joseph Gilhooly, NJ State President,

Delta Epsilon Chi, Student Activities Office or (201 )-968-1424.

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Aaslatance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Personal Skin Care
Analysis,
Nail Care-Instruction, Makeup
Application & More-- Call Ellen
for details -- 722-5574.
MUST SELL
1981 FORD MUSTANG
Clean, white with blue interior,
automatic, 2-door, has air-conditioning, sunroof, AM/FM stereo cassette, 70,000 miles.
Asking $1,200 or best offer. If
interested contact Erika at the
Independent office (CC119) on
Tues-Thurs. from 1:30 to 3:00
or Fridays from 12 to 1 :30 pm.
·or call 355-0174 and leave
message.

Candidates for Bachelor's Degree
January 31, 1989
The roster of candidates for January 31, 1989 graduation is
posted on the bulletin board near room T-106 in the Townsend
Building (first floor).

. S.A.D.D.
STUDENTS AGAINST
DRIVING DRUNK

CONVENIENT BEAUTY
CARE

ON
WHEELS

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
TUES., JANUARY 31
COLLEGE HOUR 1 :40 P.M.
HUTCHINSON 138

GRUBSTREET
WRITER

REASONABLE FACIALS,
MAKE-OVERS & MANICURES
"I WILL COME TO YOU!"
Please call me at (201)-276-2387. Ask for Jodi
or leave me~ge of preferred appointment
and where you want to meet.

CITY LIGHTS SALON
UNISEX - FULL SERVICE SALON
ALL TYPES OF HAIR
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.

Kean's Literary Magazine
needs your: Poetry, Essays,
·a nd Short Fiction. Place typed
submissions in GSW Mailbox
in W -305. The deadline for
submissions is February 1,
1989.

Manicures, pedicures, nail art,
European body wraps, facials,
waxing hair - all types & styles.

CITY LIGHTS SALON
555 Westminster Avenue
Elizabeth, N .J. 07208

ROSELLE PARK APT.
FOR RENT
2 Females to share 3 bedroom
apartment of 2-family house .
Large IMng room, new kitchen.
$283. including utilities. 201 -

245-9369
COUNSELORS - Gain valuable experience in your field of
study working as a Counselor
training 6 mentally retarded
people in independent living
skills in a Supervised Apartment Program in Union. Creative, rewarding position. Full
and part-time positions available with varied schedules.
Evenings 3-11 PM or weekend
hours. Salaries start at $7.00
per hr. Call June Anderson,
Our House, Inc. 464-8008 for
more information.

$$$ - HELP! HELP! Ride
needed daily from Roselle Park
to Kean College at 8:30 a.m.
(or thereabouts) . Please call
527-2357 (Jeanne
Major).
Thank you.
CRUISE SHIPS JOBS
Now hiring Men and Women.
Summer and Career Opportunities. Excellent Pay, plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW! (206)736-7000, Ext. 478C
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
printing. Fast, accurate, affordable. FREE pickuJl'delivery. Call
for student discount! Imprint
Word Processing (201)-763-

0484
Employment Opportunities
Available in the exciting field
of Automotive Retailing. Justus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
,West Caldwell. (201 )-226-7878
Interested in the THEATER?
Chatham Community Players
need volunteers in the following areas: LIGHTING , MAKEUP, COSTUMES , CONSTRUCTION, AND MORE.
Great experience provided. In
the past 5 years some of our
actors have been seen on
Broadway in such shows as
LES MIZ, CHESS, and THE
FANTASTICS. If interested,
call 635-9886 or .635-2558.

MR. B's TICKETS
BONJOVI
At Meadowlands Arena
March 15
At Nassau Coliseum
March 10
METALLICA
QUEENSRYCHE
At Nassau Coliseum
March 1
At Meadowlands Arena
March 8
POISON 'WITH TESLA'
At Meadowlands Arena
February 14
NEIL DIAMOND
At Meadowlands Arena
February 16-18
At Nassau Coliseum
February 22-23
FOR TICKETS CALL:

354-0876
If you don't see it, call,
I HAVE ITIII!
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Wrestlers Fall
To 7-9-1 ••.
P. 12

James leads Nation
in Assists ...
. P. 12

Happy Holidays for Basketball Teams
Lady Cougars
Leading Division
By Christine Krug
The women's basketball team
keeps on winning. The Lady Cougars have an 11-2 record and are
undefeated in the New Jersey Athletic Conference. Coach Rich
Wilson says the team has made
great improvement. They recorded
victories over Glassboro, Lincoln
University in the Christmas Tournament, Western Connecticut,
Scranton, Montclair State, and
Stockton State.
In the win over Glassboro, Coach
Rich Wilson felt that his team played
its "best offensive half of the year."
The Christmas Tourney saw the
Cougars settle for third place after
dropping a game against Eastern
Connecticut State University, who
incidentally won the Tourney.

The beginning of 1989 proved
to be a positive one. After beating
Western Connecticut and Scranton, they upped their record to 9-2.
The Lady Cougars proved their
domination within the conference
by defeating Montclair State (7866) and Stockton State (69-49)
respectively.
COUGAR NOTES: Eleanor
Wykpisz stands among the nation's
assist leaders in Division 3. Junior
Vermell Jacobs earned Eastern
College Athletic Conference (ECAO,
Division 3 South Honor Roll status.
Merry Beth Ryan tied for second in
scoring in New Jersey. The Cougars once again look to be lead
contenders for the Division Title,
which they have won six years
straight.

Men Enjoy 6-2 Record
By Christine Krug
ment's Most Valuable Player. ElifaThe men's basketball team bethtown Gas sponsored the event
enjoyed a winning record of 6-2 Second-year coach Ron Kornegay
during break. The Cougars scored said, -We're very pleased to win
victories over Brooklyn Polytech our own tournament. The kids
University, Bridgewater State Col- played well and showed a great
lege, Montclair State, Ramapo, · effort.•
On January 14, the Cougars
Glassboro, and William Paterson
and losses to Stockton and Jersey lost to Stockton State, 87-86. Stockton is one of the main contenders
City State.
Herman Alston and Toure' Pe I- for an NJAC playoff berth, along
ham led the team. Alston scored
38 points in the Ramapo game
while Pelham scored 29. Robert
James leads the team in assists
with 196.
The Cougars won the Cougar
Classic which was played at home.
It was the first time Kean hosted
the tournament. In the tournament,
the Cougars had a 5 7 .5 percentage
on shots from the field. James and
Thomas Williams were placed on
the all-tournament team with
Herman Alston named the tourna-

Dr. Boston Resigns
as Athletic Director
By Christine Krug
Dr. McKinley Boston, Kean's
athletic director of two years, has
announced his decision to leave
the Cougar athletic department
sometime this month. Dr. Boston
has accepted the same position at
the University of Rhode Island, a
Division 1-AA school. The departure of Dr. Boston comes just six
months prior to the retirement of
President Nathan Weiss.
Dr. Boston previously served as
defensive coordinator of the
Montclair State football team for

11 years. He came to Kean on
January 5, 1987. Among other
sports, he revitalized the football
and men's basketball programs.
Vice-President of Student Services Patrick Ippolito said of Boston, "I think he was quite a plus for
our program. But I also think he's
established a good foundation that
we can build from, too.•
Boston is a former player for the
Vancouver British Columbia Lions
of the CFL and the National Football League's Giants. He was an
All-American linebacker at the
University of Minnesota. Boston

Robert James:

A Modest Key
to Success
By Marc Schiman
A large part of the success behind
the Kean College men's basketball
team can be traced to the unbelievably hot shooting and rebounding of power forward Herman Alston
and forward Toure' Pelham, who
own field goal percentages of 63.8
and 62.0, and rebounding figures
of 92 and 115, respectively. But
these two standouts are not the
only reason behind Kean's 6-3
record, or the team's number two
ranking nationwide in field goal
percentage for Divison play.
Indeed, another very integral
part of the Cougar success is named
Robert James, Kean's swift, surehanded playmaker, who is the
nation's number one assist leader
in Division 3. In fact, James is by
far and away the leader in assists
and his currenttotal of 143 in nine
games makes him a virtual certainty to surpass last year's assist
marks of 250, nearly half of the

team's 538 in 1987-88.
James, a 5-10, 155-pound sophomore from East Oraoge, is one of
Kean coach Ron Korengay's favorite players, and for a good reason:
James is a top-notch point guard,
one who ignites one scoring rush
after another for the Cougars by
way of his never-ending hustle, remarkable poise, and, of course,
his crisp passes that find their targets often with radar-like precision.
"He knows his role," Kornegay
explained, •and his role is to get
the ball up the floor to the shooters. He's capable of averaging
even more assists, and the unfortunate thing that I don't like is that all
people seem to look at is how
many points a player scores. People
get excited when someone scores
30 points a game, but Robert's
responsible for 30 points a game
being scored."

stated that the decision to leave
was difficult but he was supported
by Vice-President Ippolito and
President Weiss. "When you get
that kind of support, it's difficult to
leave. But one of my long term
goals was to be a Division 1 athletic director, and when you get
the opportunity, it's too good to
pass up.•
With his emphasis toward the
recruitment of well-trained coaches
and high-caliber student athletes,
Dr. Boston has left his mark at
Kean. A successor of McKinley
Boston was not yet named.

WRESTLERS
WIN ONE,
DROPTWO
The Kean wrest Iing team entered its holiday break with a 6-71 record and came out with a 7-91 record (as of 1/17/89). Senior Joe
Dasti continued winning, increasing his individual record to 19-3.
In the first two weeks of the New
Year, he came away with a 5-2
mark. Dasti participated in the
Wilkes-Barre tournament on January 7 and recorded two wins against
Penn State's John Bove and Cornell's Gary Kozlowski.
The Cougars lost matches to
Montclair State (25-22) and Glassboro (21-20), but rebounded to
beat Seton Hall 25-15 . Recording
victories over Seton Hall were Dasti
(118), Frank Genova (142), Mike
Jackson (158), Rob McCauley (167),
Tim Taylor (190), and a heavyweight Ed Dupuy. Several of the
team took part in the Hunter Invitational Tournament on January 7.
"We've lost five matches this
year by the deciding of one bout,•
said first-year coach Craig Spencer.

with Kean. On January 18, the
team beat William Paterson, 9378.
Notes: The Cougars have an
overall record of 10-5 as of 1/20/
89. Herman Alston is the Cougars
leading scorer and the leader in
field goal percentage.Toure' Pelham is the team's second leading
scorer and leads the team in rebounds.

4191>

#21 Herman Alston shoots a basket against Rutgers-Camden.
(Pl>ooo
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New Beginnings
for Track Team
By S. Riter
•
After a month off, Kean College
saw the inauguration of its first
indoor track team. The team has
several familiar faces due to the
cross country team's conversion
to the winter season.
The team opened its season by
traveling up to the United States
Military Academy at West Point
on Dec. 17. There, the Cougars
faced all types of competition, from
club teams to Division I national
powers. Kean was led by double
medal winner Fred Makasakit. The
Irvington freshman took third in
the 55 meter high hurdles with a
time of 9.3. He then went on to
finish 3rd in his heat in the 55m
dash, took 6th in the finals (7.1)
and 25.88 (4th in his heat) in the
200m and led off the 4x200m relay team to a third place finish.
Freshman Stan Murray competed
in both the 1500m and 2 mile.
Both races were highly competitive and Murray finished in 4:36
and 11 :18 respectively.
James Cambell and Chris
Anojulu both competed in the
horizontal jumps. Cambell who
also ran in the 200m and 55m
placed 6th in the long jump-Anojulu
finished 5th in the triple jump while
also competing in the 400m. Both
men were in the 4x200m relay.
Also on the relay team was Guido
Posso. Posso also competed in the
pole vault.
In the shot put, Junior Dennis
Von Linden placed eighth with a
throw of 40'11 . He faced tough
competition against Manhattan

College's top throwers. Freshman
Trish McGuire faced similar competition as she threw 27'1 which
was good enough for fourth place.
Von Linden finished eighth.
To bring in the New Year, Kean
traveled down to Princton University to compete in the N.J.A.C.
championships. There again the
Cougars saw some of the East Coast's
finest ahthletes. They faced such •
teams as Manhattan College (10th
in N.C.A.A. Division I last year),
Rutgers University, and Seton Hall
University.
The team was led by Von Linden and Anojulu. Von Linden placed
fifth in the shot with a throw of
41'.5¾,andnot only hadtofacethe
Ma:1hattanteam againbutalsothe
top thrower from Rider College
and Rutgers. Anojulu missed a
medal by only 11 centimeters in
the triple jump. Anojulu's jump of
13.30 meters (43'7-2/3) put him
in fourth place and missed third by
less than four inches. FreshmanTrish McGuire missed going tothe
finalsbyoneplaceinthewomen's
shot; she threw 26'7".
Freshman Stan Murray knocked
off two seconds from his 1500m
time after fighting off an illness for
the past week. Murray was clocked
at 4:34.8 and also ran a 10:25.56
for the 3000 meteres.
Freshman Guido Posso, Fred
Makasakit, and James Cambell all
ran in the 55m sprint. All three ran
strong times with Makasakit doubling in the 55m high hurdles.
Campbell also saw action in the
long jump.

